Website Terms of Use

General
These terms and conditions (“Terms”) govern your use of this website (“Website”). By accessing or using this Website you acknowledge that you have read, understand, and agree to be bound by these Terms and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The Website and all information on the Website are subject to applicable federal, state, and local laws, and U.S. export control laws, and may also be subject to the laws of the country where you reside. If you do not agree to these terms, please do not use this Website.

MIS Security, LLC (“MIS Security”) reserves the right to change these Terms at any time, effective immediately upon posting on the Website. If you violate these Terms, MIS Security may terminate your use of the Website, bar your future use of the Website, and take appropriate legal action against you. You are responsible to read these Terms from time to time to ensure that your use of the Website remains in compliance with these Terms.

License to Use Website
MIS Security or its licensors maintain copyright protection in all materials, information, data, text, software, music, sound, photographs, graphics, video, messages, publications or other materials (collectively, “Website Content”) it posts on the Website. You agree that you are only authorized to visit and view pages of this Website for your own personal use, and that you shall not download, republish, retransmit, reproduce, modify, or otherwise distribute the Website Content for any purpose other than as set forth herein.

Unauthorized Use
You agree that you will not use any robot, spider other automatic device or manual process to monitor or copy Website or Website Content, to access or capture data, or for any other unauthorized purpose without MIS Security’s prior express written permission. You agree that you will not use any device, software or routine to interfere or attempt to interfere with the proper working of the Website. You agree that you will not take any action that imposes an unreasonable or disproportionally large load on our infrastructure or the infrastructure of our contractors.

Confidential Information
MIS Security does not want to receive confidential or proprietary information through our Website. Please note that any information or material sent to MIS Security will be deemed NOT to be confidential.

Business Relationships
The Website may provide links or references to non-MIS Security websites and resources. MIS Security makes no representations, warranties, or other commitments or endorsements whatsoever about any non-MIS Security websites or third-party resources that may be referenced, accessible from, or linked to any MIS Security site. In addition, MIS Security is not a party to or responsible for any transactions you may enter into with third parties, even if you learn of such parties (or use
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a link to such parties) from a MIS Security site. When you access a non-MIS Security site, even one that may contain the MIS Security logo, please understand that it is independent from MIS Security and that MIS Security does not control the content of that website. It is up to you to take precautions to protect yourself from viruses, worms, Trojan horses and other potentially destructive programs and to protect your information.

Trademark
The MIS Security name and logo and all related product and service names, design marks and slogans are trademarks, service marks or registered trademarks of MIS Security and may not be used in any manner without the prior written consent of MIS Security. Other products and service marks are trademarks of their respective owners.

Disclaimers
YOU ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY AND RISK FOR THE USE OF THIS WEBSITE. A LINK TO A NON-MIS SECURITY WEBSITE DOES NOT MEAN THAT MIS SECURITY ENDORSES OR ACCEPTS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONTENT, OR THE USE, OF SUCH WEBSITE. IT IS UP TO YOU TO TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO ENSURE THAT WHATEVER YOU SELECT FOR YOUR USE IS FREE OF SUCH ITEMS AS VIRUSES, WORMS, TROJAN HORSES, AND OTHER ITEMS OF A DESTRUCTIVE NATURE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL MIS SECURITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER; INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS, WITHOUT REGARD TO THE FORM OF ANY ACTION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTIONS, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THIS WEBSITE. MIS SECURITY MAKES NO WARRANTY AS TO THE ACCURACY. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY ANY INFORMATION BEFORE RELYING ON IT. THE CONTENT OF THIS SITE MAY INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIES OR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

ACCESS TO THE WEBSITE (INCLUDING ANY INFORMATION OR MATERIALS THEREIN) IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO ADVICE OR INFORMATION GIVEN BY MIS SECURITY, ITS AFFILIATES OR THEIR RESPECTIVE EMPLOYEES SHALL CREATE ANY WARRANTY.